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Travelling Waves in Branching Diffusion 
S.P. Lalley* and T. Sellke, Purdue University, Indiana, USA 
We study an inhomogeneous branching diffusion process in which individual 
particles execute standard Brownian motions and reproduce at rates depending on 
their locations. The rate of reproduction for a particle located at position x is 
fl(x) = b+flo(X), where b> 0 and /3o(X) is a nonnegative, continuous, integrable 
function. If M(t) is the position of the rightmost particle at time t, then, as t--> 0o, 
M(t)  -med(M( t ) )  converges in law to a location mixture of extreme value distribu- 
tions. We determine med(M(t) )  to within a constant +o(1). The linear rate at which 
med(M(t) )  --> 0o depends on the largest eigenvalue of a differential operator involving 
fl(x); when b > 0, the cases h <2,  h = 2, and h > 2 are qualitatively different. 
Ergodicity and Inequalities for Certain Point Processes 
Torgny Lindvall, University of Grteborg, Sweden 
Let N(A) be the number of renewals in the Borel set A c (0, 0o) for a zero-delayed 
renewal process, with lifelength distribution F having mean/x. For simplicity, assume 
F has a density, and let h = 1//~ denote the renewal intensity. There are two categories 
of results on N and the renewal measure M (M(A) = E[N(A)]); we may let them 
be represented by 
IIM(t+')-X'lllc->O ast--->oo foral l  c>0,  (1) 
where ]]-IIc denotes total variation norm on [0, c] and I the Lebesgue measure, and 
N(t + A) is stochastically decreasing as t--> 0o for all Borel sets A, 
if F is of decreasing failure rate (DFR) type. (2) 
In this talk, we show that the analogue to (1) holds for a class of point processes 
with limited memory. We also introduce a way to define the DFR property for point 
processes in terms of partial orderings on the space of their histories. A suitable 
coupling, using imbedding in a bivariate Poisson process, is then instrumental in 
generalizations of (2). 
Stochastic Flow Networks 
Avi Mandelbaum* and Hong Chen, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA 
This talk is about a stochastic model for flow in a network. The network is 
represented by a graph, and the flow is that of indistinguishable units which traverse 
individually along its arcs and interact within its nodes. Two familiar examples 
where such a model arises are some queueing and finite particle systems. Three 
levels of space-time aggregation are discussed. First, the model is introduced at a 
